
FLOWCHART GUIDELINE FOR OVERLAP CONTROL, THESIS DEFENSE AND 

SUBMISSION 

 

Finish writing your thesis before your thesis defense 

Format it according to FBE Thesis format (LaTeX formatting template is available on 

fbe.boun.edu.tr) and check FrequentlySeenMistakes.pdf in the website for correct formatting 

tips. 

Register to Turnitin (with your boun email) to create your account (http://turnitin.com/) 

Please request the class ID and Enrollment Key from FBE via email, providing your Name, 
Surname, Student Number from your boun email address that will be registering to Turnitin 

Note: non-boun email addresses will be blocked from the system! 
Alternatively, students can also use their Instructor’s Turnitin accounts to upload their thesis for 

overlap control. However, Turnitin settings should have: 
Exclude quotations and bibliography, exclude matches fewer than 10 words. 

Remove the preamble from your thesis (Parts before page 1: table of contents, 
acknowledgements, list of symbols etc.) and upload your thesis to Turnitin for processing. 

Processing will finish in roughly 1 to 8 hours 

depending on your thesis length. 

Check your similarity rating, are you happy with 

the result? (Under 25% is a good point to aim) 

Present your Turnitin report to your thesis defense jury before you defend your thesis via an 

email. Provide them ample time to inspect your report before your thesis defense. 

YES 

Fix your thesis for re-upload 

NO 

Print your Turnitin Report similarity index section and present it to the thesis defense jury. 

After reviewing your report, the instructors can: 

Approve the report 
(You can do your defense) 

File a plagiarism report 
and begin investigation. 

File a signed report 
modification request inquiry 

to FBE (in case of self-
publications constituting 
large portion of overlaps) After the defense, you submit your signed and properly 

printed/formatted/signed thesis to FBE. FBE will also 
require the Similarity Index part of the Turnitin report, 

marked with the initials of thesis jury members.. 



A sample first page of the Similarity Report (“Orjinallik Raporu” in Turkish) is given below. This 

page and the following pages detailing the overlaps of the student’s thesis should be submitted to FBE 

after thesis defense. FBE doesn’t need the whole thesis markdown. Every page should contain the initials 

of all thesis defense jury members. 

 

 


